ACTIVITIES LIST- STUDENT ORGANIZATION POINT SYSTEM
Delegates may be awarded ten points per month (30 points minimum). If a delegate wishes to have any
activities and events not specifically included on this list considered for points, members should have those
activities pre approved by Annie Mabon at RHA@mocs.utc.edu prior to participation.
Category #
1
2

Activity
Organize an event or program,
Partner with another
organization to plan a program

Points
6
4

3
4
5

Make a flyer
Writing an OTM
Bring 3 or more residents to a
complex council general body
meeting
Distribute flyers to complex
( 2 point’s per complex)
Attendance to an RHA/Complex
Council event
Assist at an RHA event.
Activities include but are not
limited to: Cleaning, Tabling,
Kahoot facilitator, Set-up, etc.

4
4
3

Help advertise an RHA event by
posting on social media or
distribute flyers in the UC
Number of friends brought to
RHA Meeting = number of
points given

2

6
7
8

9

10

2 (per complex)
2
2

1 (per person)

1. Meet with the vice president for any assistance and to go over details needed for a program.
(3 Points)
 Tasks

-Scheduling (3 points)
● schedule space and time, and contact outside sources
example: reserve room, contact health center director for sex in the dark
-Budget (3 points)
● all costs needed for a program
Example: food from Aramark or Walmart for supplies

POINT SYSTEM GUIDELINES

The purpose of the RHA point system is to ensure that delegates are provided with:
1. The opportunity to remain active and visible on campus
2. Student involvement opportunities and activities to support student success through formal and
informal learning experiences
3. An opportunity to obtain leadership, planning, teamwork and organization skills through
programming, leadership conferences, and community involvement

POINT SYSTEM REWARDS

Point system rewards are required for the semester. If you have points to turn in that have not
already been documented, please email Annie Mabon at RHA@mocs.utc.edu.
●

●

30-35 Fall / 15 for spring Points: Priority Housing Registration: Delegates will be able to
sign-up for a room of their choice before housing applications open up to other
students, contingent of budget and space for housing. There is a limit to the number of
people that can sign up for each residence hall.
20 points in fall/ spring EOS RHA Dinner: All delegates will be invited to the end of the
semester dinner, but those who reached the maximum points for that specific semester
will be rewarded.

FAQ
1.) How will points be documented?

Points will be documented in a spreadsheet that contains all of the delegate’s names,
how many points they have turned in, and what those points are for.
2.) When do I turn in my points?
Every other Wednesday the delegates will be asked if they have any points to turn in;
they will be allowed to turn these points in after the RHA meeting.
3.) How will you know I did what I was supposed to do to receive my points?
In order to ensure everyone is rewarded for their work and not given any free points,
activities will have to be proven via screenshot, sign-in sheet, picture, etc. Discuss with
vice president for planning events.

A student who excels in adapting to a new environment within their residence hall,
takes an active role in their community, and positively impacts those around them. A
delegate that emphasizes what this community has done and how it has supported
others both within and outside their community. The submission should illustrate what
brings a group of individuals together and how they work as a group to accomplish their
goal during the month of nomination.

